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Precession electron diffraction has seen a fast increase in its adoption as a technique for solving

crystallographic structures as well as an alternative to conventional selected-area and converged-beam

diffraction methods. One of the key issues of precession is the pivot point alignment, as a stationary

apparent beam does not guarantee a fixed pivot point. A large precession tilt angle, along with pre-field

and post-field misalignment, induces shift in the image plane. We point out here that the beam should

be aligned to the pre-field optic axis to keep the electron illumination stationary during the rocking

process. A practical alignment procedure is suggested with the focus placed on minimizing the beam

wandering on the specimen, and is demonstrated for a (110)-oriented silicon single crystal and for a

carbide phase (�20 nm in size) within a cast cobalt–chromium–molybdenum alloy.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Determining the crystallographic structure of nanocrystallites
is crucial in studying nanoparticles and fine precipitates either
embedded in a matrix or on a support as in heterogeneous
catalysis. X-ray diffraction analysis based on kinematical theory
has been successfully developed for bulk materials at the milli-
meter scale, but it is hard to impossible at present for the crystals
of nanometer or submicron size that materials scientists often
encounter. The spatial resolution of a modern transmission
electron microscope (TEM) can easily reach the atomic scale,
making it ideal for probing local nanostructure. However, electron
diffraction crystallography has had to wrestle with the severe
problem of multiple scattering when electrons interact with
matter, which makes the interpretation of the diffraction results
complicated and sometimes ambiguous. Electron crystallography
has become much easier since the development of precession
electron diffraction (PED), invented by Vincent and Midgley in
1994 [1], in which the electron diffraction is collected with the
electron beam rocking about the optical axis. The PED models
[2–5] developed so far show that PED intensities are close to what
one would expect based on kinematical theory when the conical
semi-angle is large enough, usually greater than 20 mrad [6,7]. In
fact, PED has seen increased application since a commercial
product was made available on the market [2–4,6,8–17]. It has
been shown that PED is a powerful tool for determining the
structure of a wide range of materials, such as nano-precipitates
in alloys [9,18,19] and oxides [17,20,21] ((Ga,In)2SnO5 and
ll rights reserved.
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zeolites). In addition, Midley et al. reported that PED can be used
to determine the Debye–Waller factors of silicon, diamond, and
chromium [22], whilst Avilov et al. measured the atomic bonding
information of CaF2 using the PED technique [23].

Despite its increasing popularity, one issue for PED is the
necessary complexity of the alignment, due to the multiple large-
angle beam tilts. For example, the tilt introduces additional
stigmatism, which should be compensated by a three-fold stig-
matism-correcting system as described previously [24,25]. While
for a modern TEM the beam size, for either regular converged or
parallel illumination, can be set to a few nanometers or less, the
spatial resolution is limited by how well the beam stays sta-
tionary on the specimen during the rocking process, which we
will call the pivot point problem. For an ideal PED system, the
beam should stay still on the same area for all azimuthal angles to
ensure that the collected diffracted beams at different times
originate from the same area. Although this issue has been widely
recognized in the literature [8,24,26,27], there has been no
detailed documentation on how to obtain a fixed pivot point. In
this paper we describe some alignment operations that affect the
pivot point, and provide a detailed alignment procedure based
upon our analysis. As shall be seen, the effort is not trivial.
2. Experimental

A 200 kV Jeol 2100F TEM equipped with a home-built preces-
sion electron system [27,28] was used for PED examination. Two
specimens were examined: a silicon thin foil oriented along its
[110] zone axis was used for calibration, and a cast cobalt–
chromium–molybdenum (CoCrMo with a composition of Co–
26Cr–6Mo in wt%) thin foil with nanostructured carbides was used
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Fig. 2. (a) The influence of defocus (DzPost ¼ 10, 50, 100nm, CPost
s ¼ 0mm, t Prec ¼ 2

(DzPost ¼ 50nm, CPost
s ¼ 0:5mm, tPrec ¼ 5, 10, 25mrad). (c) The image shift is 15–20 nm

Fig. 1. Simplified ray diagram schematic of PED.
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to test the spatial resolution of the PED system. The silicon foil was
prepared using conventional polishing/ion milling methods, while
the CoCrMo alloy, which was cut from a retrieved hip implant, was
prepared using a FEI Helios dual beam focused ion beam (FIB)
system. The precession semi-angle was set to a nominal 25 mrad
and was determined (using the silicon diffraction pattern for
calibration) to be 23.7 mrad. The misalignment between the
coma-free tilt axis and the high-voltage center was about 4 mrad,
and the three-fold astigmatism of the post-field was about 1 mm.

2.1. Where is the beam?

Most of the misalignment and astigmatism can be minimized
by conventional routine alignment procedures and we assume
that the beam tilt and shift purities have been correctly set up.
We focus our efforts on the consequences of the large beam tilt of
the precessed beam as well as the misalignment between the pre-
field and post-field optical axis.

Fig. 1 shows a simplified ray diagram for a PED system. The
electron beam is bent twice by the two deflecting coils, denoted
as upper scan and lower scan, respectively, before it arrives to the
sample. By changing the currents of the upper and lower deflect-
ing coils, the beam rocks conically about the pivot point. Previous
studies showed that the beam tilt angle tPrec needs to be greater
than 20 mrad to effectively suppress most of the dynamical
diffraction effects. Note that tPrec is a function of time and varies
with the phase of the rocking process. The diffracted beams are
5mrad) on apparent image shift. (b) The influence of spherical aberration

when DzPost ¼ 50nm, CPost
s ¼ 0:5mm, t Prec ¼ 25mrad. (Unit: nm).
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complementarily bent by the deflecting coils in the post-field
column to form a fixed diffraction pattern.

The misalignment between the pre-field and post-field optic
axis, which exists in any real TEM system, adds additional beam
tilts. The shift in the image plane (denoted by d) is given by

dðtPreÞ ¼
1

2prwðt
PrecþtPre

Err
Þ ¼ ðtPrecþtPre

Err
Þ DzPreþCPre

s l29tPrecþtPre
Err

92
n o

ð1Þ

where tPre
Err

is the error in the alignment of the pre-field, and
DzPre, CPre

s are the pre-field defocus and spherical aberration,
respectively, and l is the wavelength. (For simplicity we are
ignoring astigmatism and higher-order aberrations which is not
rigorously correct.) The shift for the post-field has exactly the
same form, so the apparent shift in the observable image is
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As is well known, the pre-field and post-field displacements are
additive (ignoring rotations taking place as the electrons go down
the column as not important), and the pre-field and post-field
defoci are partially canceling if the signs are opposite. If the errors
in the pre-field and post-field alignments are minimal the
displacements simplify, but there is really no reason this should
be the case. In many cases PED is used for older microscopes and
there is no reason why the misalignment of the pre-field and
post-field (tPre

Err
�tPost

Err
) is not several mrad, as it certainly is for the
Fig. 3. A montage of micrographs of a silicon [110] crystal in real space during preces

accompanied. 3�3 grids are plotted in each real space micrograph as reference positi

Table 1
Parameter settings for Fig. 2.

DzPost (nm) CPost
s (mm) t Prec (mrad)

Fig. 2a 10, 50, 100 0 25

Fig. 2b 50 0.5 5, 10, 25

Fig. 2c 50 0.5 25
instrument used herein. To our knowledge this has not been
measured or considered with PED systems to date.

The first term in the right hand side of Eq. (2) is related to the
beam shift on the sample, i.e. the pivot point mentioned earlier.
The second term, on the other hand, determines apparent image
shift in the image plane. In practice we can align the beam to
either the pre-field optic axis or the post-field optic axis; the
question is which one is correct. We argue that in order for the
beam to pivot on fix area, the beam needs to be aligned to the pre-
field optic axis, i.e. set the first term to minimum. This will also
ensure that the beam rocks symmetrically on the specimen when
the two-fold and higher-order astigmatisms as well as coma are
ignored. The beam, however, will unavoidably enter the post-field
column with some angle off the post-field optic axis, and conse-
quently results in apparent beam shifting during the rocking
process.

The correct pre-field alignment can be obtained by watching
the specimen position with respect to the beam, as opposed to the
beam position on the recording media (the fluorescence screen or
CCD camera). Clearly the beam should be spread out rather than
converged in order to see the specimen. The beam tilt should be
carefully adjusted to minimize the sample shift with respect to
the beam. Once the pre-field alignment is set, the beam will rock
about a fixed pivot point where the diffracted beams come from.
The apparent beam, on the other hand, is expected to slightly
wander around on the recording media. Fig. 2 shows the apparent
image shift introduced by defocus, precession angle and post-field
misalignment with the pre-field aligned; the parameters are
listed in Table 1. The post-field misalignment is along j¼01.

The system used has CPost
s � 0:5mm and tPre

Err
¼ 01. The roles of

defocus and spherical aberration are compared. The image shift

caused by defocus is �6 nm for CPost
s ¼ 0mm, tPrec ¼ 25mrad and

DzPost
¼100 nm, and decreases linearly with decreasing DzPost, as

shown in Fig. 2a. Fig. 2b shows the influence of precession angle

(DzPost
¼0 nm and CPost

s ¼ 0:5mm). The image shift is asymmetric

and increases rapidly with increasing the precession angle. The
image shift is 12–15 nm which is much greater than the
sion. Diffraction patterns with the same beam tilt conditions in the next cycle are

ons. A delocalized image is arrowed.
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contribution from the defocus. Fig. 2c shows the image shift for

tPrec ¼ 25mrad and DzPost
¼50 nm, in which the maximum is

�20 nm at j¼901 whilst the minimum shift of �15 nm occurs
at j¼01.

An aligned PED was demonstrated on the silicon [011] thin
crystal and the process was recorded in both real space and
reciprocal space (see the video attached in the Suppl. Info.). Fig. 3
shows a montage of seven real space images extracted from the
video during a rocking cycle; the de-scan was turned off in order
to obtain real space images). The edge of the specimen was
examined in nano-beam mode. The corresponding nano-beam
diffraction patterns recorded under the same beam tilt angles in
the next rocking cycle accompany the images. We also plot 3�3
grids in the real space images as reference positions to assist the
observation of the apparent beam/sample shift. It can be seen that
the sample stayed stationary rather well with respect to the beam
during the rocking process. The apparent beam, on the other
hand, moved around during beam precession; the shifts along the
horizontal and vertical directions are �19 nm and �16 nm,
respectively, which are close to what we predicted in Fig. 2c.
One may also notice a clear shift of the sample edge arrowed in
Fig. 3, a feature that one would expect in a PED system.
Fig. 5. (a) PED pattern of Si [011] with de-scan off. The precession semi-angle is determ

with de-scan on. (200) reflection is remarkably reduced.

Fig. 4. A modified PED ray diagram showing the upper scan is mostly shift and the

lower scan is mostly tilt.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2012.03.021.

2.2. Precession angle

Setting the PED alignment to the desired semi-angle (tPrec) is
tricky as changing any lens current in the pre-field column results in
a change in the precession angle. It is worth noting that the
(conventional) ray diagram in Fig. 1, in which the beam is mirrored
for the upper and lower scan, may mislead people to thinking that
the beam is tilted by �tPrec at the upper scan layer and is
subsequently tilted by 2tPrec at the lower scan layer. In fact, as least
for a Jeol 2100F system, the contributions of the upper/lower
scanning coils to the final tilt angle are different; the upper scanning
coils control mostly the beam shift, while the lower coils are mostly
responsible for the beam tilt, as shown in the modified ray diagram
in Fig. 4. In practice, this feature is very helpful in setting the
precession angle. One only needs to set the lower scanning coil to
the desired precession angle, whilst the following compensation of
the upper scanning coil does not change the beam tilt much.

Once the scanning coils are set, setting the de-scan coils to
bring the diffracted beams to fixed points in diffraction mode is
less ambiguous, although not necessary easy. As mentioned
above, beam shift/tilt operation somewhat affects both the upper
and lower scanning coils; therefore, an iterative alignment is
needed.

Based on the above analysis, a practical alignment procedure is
suggested as the following:
�

ine
Do routine alignment including shift/tilt purities. When align-
ing the voltage center, the sample shift with respect to the
beam should be minimal.

�
 Set lower scanning coil to the desired precession angle.

�
 Set the upper scanning coil to correct the pivot point.

�
 Set the de-scan coils to obtain a fixed diffraction pattern.

�
 Do the above alignment iteratively.

An example of setting the de-scan on the silicon thin crystal is
shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a shows the diffraction pattern with the de-
scan operation turned off. The precession semi-angle was set to
25 mrad and the real semi-angle is determined from the radius of
the circle to be 23.7 mrad, an angle sufficient to obtain pseudo-
kinematical diffraction [6]. Fig. 5b shows the PED pattern with the
de-scan turned on, in which the intensity of the (200) diffraction
spot is clearly reduced and the symmetry is well preserved.

2.3. PED on nanostructured carbide phases: an example

PED was also applied to recently-discovered carbide nano-
phases in CoCrMo alloys that are extensively used for medical
d from the radius of the ring to be 23.7 mrad. (b) Diffraction pattern collected

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ultramic.2012.03.021


Fig. 6. An example of PED on a carbide of �20 nm size. (a) Bright-field micrograph showing the carbide nanostructure (arrowed). (b) PED pattern in nano-beam mode with

the pre-field axis aligned. (c) PED pattern aligned using conventional method with an approximately stationary apparent beam, in which extra diffractions from adjacent

phases are apparent. (d) Nano-beam diffraction with PED off for comparison. (e) CBED pattern with PED on and (f) CBED pattern with PED off. (g) Simulated pattern based

on kinematical theory.
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implant applications (see [29] and references therein for details).
Fig. 6a shows that the carbide is composed of numerous small
phases of �20 nm size. Fig. 6b and e shows the PED spot
diffraction and CBED patterns with the pre-field axis aligned,
respectively. Both nano-beam parallel illumination (�20 nm in
diameter) and converged beam illumination were used, and in
both cases the rocking electron beam was able to stay on
individual nanophases. In contrast, extra diffraction spots from
the adjacent phases are displayed in the PED pattern aligned
using an approximately stationary apparent beam, see Fig. 6c. The
corresponding non-precessed spot diffraction pattern and CBED
pattern are shown for comparison in Fig. 6d and f, respectively.
Fig. 6g shows a simulated diffraction pattern of Cr23C6-type
carbide for the [011] zone axis based on kinematical diffraction
theory. The {044} and {333} reflections are strong in the PED
patterns, matching the simulated pattern very well. The symme-
try of the PED pattern is well preserved even though the specimen
orientation was not exactly on zone axis. The beam intensities of
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the non-precessed patterns, on the other hand, are unsuitable for
direct comparison because of the multiple scattering issues.
3. Discussion

An apparent stationary beam in PED (mostly a converged
beam in the literature) on the image plane does not necessarily
mean the beam is stationary on the specimen. The large preces-
sion angle, as well as the misalignment of the pre-field and the
post-field, leads to shifts. The correct way to find a fixed pivot
point is to spread the beam and watch the sample position with
respect to the beam. The key is to align the beam with the pre-
field optic axis. One would expect slight motion of the apparent
beam when the pivot point is correctly set up on the specimen. As
expected the spherical aberration dominates the shifts, which
increases cubically with the precession angle; the defocus con-
tributes to the shift in a linear fashion.

There are several ways to reduce the shifts due to the large tilt
based on Eq. (2). First, one can set the specimen in focus, which is
common practice. Secondly a Cs-corrected TEM will eliminate the
shift caused by the spherical aberration. This is, however, less
accessible to most labs. It would be very interesting to perform
PED on a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM), in
which the pre-field optic is specifically aligned and the post-field
alignment is mostly irrelevant, i.e. tPost

Err
¼ 0. This could signifi-

cantly reduce the second term in Eq. (2). With the fine spot
control in a modern STEM, PED could potentially provide pseudo-
kinematical diffraction at the atomic level. We suspect that STEM
mode is in general the correct way to do PED. In fact, Granesh
et al. suggested incorporation of PED in diffraction STEM (D-
STEM), an emerging technique that acquires diffraction patterns
using a scanning electron beam, to improve the quality of the
diffraction patterns in STEM mode [30].
4. Conclusions

We have shown that finding the pivot point by aligning the pre-
field axis is essential for PED. The apparent electron beam may shift
on the image plane due to both the large precession tilt and the
misalignment between the pre-field and the post-field. A detailed
alignment procedure is suggested. PED was successfully used to
identify �20 nm-large carbide nanostructure in a CoCrMo alloy.
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